Scalable solution

Virtually all digital jobs are submitted to WHCC online. Hanline says photographers are used to working in Adobe Photoshop, so they prefer to submit jobs as JPEG files. “We’re big on customer support here,” he says. “A few years ago, we taught them about Photoshop. Now we teach them how to build cards. We don’t just send them a template and say, ‘Fill it here.’”

WHCC has developed a software link that uses its existing workflow software to produce PDF files. Those files are then routed to the HP Indigo Production Manager, a scalable off-press production engine, configured with eight RIPs at WHCC.

“The process is fully automated,” Hanline says. “So most days, five or six minutes after a job is received, the file is ready to be printed.” Both the RIP solution and the actual printing are easily scalable to accommodate future growth, Hanline adds. “As we’ve grown, we’ve become more productive because one person can really run three Indigo presses,” he says. “As demand increases, we can simply add more press capacity without changing the workflow. We know of businesses that are running 16 or 20 Indigo presses.”

“I think the quality produced by the Indigo’s liquid ink process — compared to the dry toner offered by other manufacturers — is a big advantage. You can print the same job on an Indigo press and a press that uses dry toner, and the visual difference is striking.”

– Chris Hanline, Chief Technology Officer, White House Custom Colour

WHCC’s business, like that of most color labs, is highly seasonal. Some 40 percent of its volume comes in the fourth quarter — and most of that, beginning in late November. So the company might go from running only two presses on a single shift in the summer, to running all five presses around the clock during the pre-holiday rush.

There will even come a point in December, Hanline acknowledges, when the company’s normal one-day turnaround for offset digital products will stretch to two or three days. “But people won’t complain about that. Even three-day turnaround is quite acceptable in our business.”

A decade ago, digital presses weren’t known for their reliability, Chris Hanline says. But the HP Indigo presses, he notes, “are very good. We can depend on them to run reliably when we absolutely need them to.” The company has purchased an 18-hour-a-day support package from HP.

“Long term, we expect HP to remain a leader in digital offset printing for the photographic industry, and we expect to take advantage of that leadership to deliver our customers the best possible photo products.”

– Mike Hanline, Co-CEO and Co-Owner, White House Custom Colour

Customer solution at a glance

Primary application
Photo specialty printing

Primary hardware
• HP Indigo press 5000
• HP Indigo press 5500
• HP Indigo Production Manager

Mike Hanline notes that the company’s digital offset printing products have been critical in attracting new customers. “We’ve had some clients who just come to us for presswork, and some also bring us their traditional photographic printing and finishing.” Regardless of how a new client relationship begins, he notes, the important thing is to form a bond with that customer.

Looking ahead, he expects to see digital offset replacing more and more traditional silver halide products, such as wedding albums. “The technology will continue to advance. Long term, we expect HP to remain a leader in digital offset printing for the photographic industry, and we expect to take advantage of that leadership to deliver our customers the best possible photo products.”

– Mike Hanline, Co-CEO and Co-Owner, White House Custom Colour

Customer solution at a glance

Primary application
Photo specialty printing

Primary hardware
• HP Indigo press 5000
• HP Indigo press 5500
• HP Indigo Production Manager
The company initially outsourced production of the new greeting card line to another company that was using an HP Indigo press. “Within a couple of weeks, we realized we had a solid product that our customers would continue to buy, and we didn’t like outsourcing very much. So we were anxious to get our own Indigo press. It was a perfect complement to what we were doing in the photo processing business.”

Just two years later, digital products produced on HP Indigo presses will account for nearly 25 percent of the company’s revenue. The company has moved into a new 47,000 square foot facility and added four more Indigo presses, including a second HP Indigo press 5000 and three HP Indigo presses 5500’s. In addition to greeting cards and announcements, WHCC now offers photo books and ancillary products such as business cards, bookmarks, gift tags and more.

The HP Indigo press 5500 offers several improvements over the 5000, including light cyan and light magenta inks to improve photo reproduction, on-press fast ink replacement technology, oil recycling, and an improved paper feed system. “The new feeder is the change that’s really paying off for us,” says Chris Hanline. “The 5500 is more productive, and we’re running the presses full out, seven days a week, that’s going to prove very useful.”

“Quality pays
Hanline says WHCC was one of the first custom professional labs to offer digital offset printed products. The company chose the Indigo press in part because the Hanlines were comfortable with HP and its local sales staff. The installed base of Indigo presses — much larger than the competitive products — gave them the confidence to go ahead with the purchase.

But it was quality that really sold them. “I think the quality produced by the Indigo’s liquid ink process — compared to the dry toner offered by other manufacturers — is a big advantage,” says Chris Hanline. “You can print the same job on an Indigo press and a press that uses dry toner, and the visual difference is striking.”

In fact, for jobs printed on 110# gloss cover stock (the most popular choice among WHCC customers) with UV coating, Hanline says the look is almost indistinguishable from traditional photographic prints. “A trained eye can tell the difference, but most consumers can’t.”

In addition to the glass cover stock, WHCC also offers linen, felt and pearl finish papers. “People talk about the pearl and art papers, but the glass seems to be our most popular,” says Chris Hanline. “Photographers get a sample pack from us, they pick what they like, and that’s what they show. In the studio market, photographers traditionally print the product one way and that’s what they sell.”

“We were anxious to get our own Indigo press. It was a perfect complement to what we had been doing in the photo processing business.”

– Mike Hanline, Co-CEO and Co-Owner, White House Custom Colour

Greeting cards remain the company’s biggest seller. In addition to traditional single-fold cards (in sizes ranging from 4x5.5 to 5x7 inches), the company offers premium products including a tri-fold card and accordion fold.

But Hanline expects their photo book business to grow quickly. Books are available in three different sizes, horizontal 8.5x11 and 11x14, and a square 10x10 book. The company offers five different cover materials including fabrics and leathers. “The photo book market for professional photographers is different from the amateur market,” Mike Hanline notes. “It has to have the look and feel of a premium product. That’s another reason we’re glad we’re working on Indigo presses.”

– Chris Hanline, Chief Technology Officer, White House Custom Colour

Quality pays
Hanline says WHCC was one of the first custom professional labs to offer digital offset printed products. The company chose the Indigo press in part because the Hanlines were comfortable with HP and its local sales staff. The installed base of Indigo presses — much larger than the competitive products — gave them the confidence to go ahead with the purchase.

But it was quality that really sold them. “I think the quality produced by the Indigo’s liquid ink process — compared to the dry toner offered by other manufacturers — is a big advantage,” says Chris Hanline. “You can print the same job on an Indigo press and a press that uses dry toner, and the visual difference is striking.”

In fact, for jobs printed on 110# gloss cover stock (the most popular choice among WHCC customers) with UV coating, Hanline says the look is almost indistinguishable from traditional photographic prints. “A trained eye can tell the difference, but most consumers can’t.”

In addition to the glass cover stock, WHCC also offers linen, felt and pearl finish papers. “People talk about the pearl and art papers, but the glass seems to be our most popular,” says Chris Hanline. “Photographers get a sample pack from us, they pick what they like, and that’s what they show. In the studio market, photographers traditionally print the product one way and that’s what they sell.”

“We were anxious to get our own Indigo press. It was a perfect complement to what we had been doing in the photo processing business.”

– Chris Hanline, Chief Technology Officer, White House Custom Colour
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**Isgo Photo**

**HP Indigo press 5000 improves photo lab’s workflow, opens up new business opportunities**

"With the HP Indigo press, the opportunities are almost limitless. It has opened our eyes to the enormous benefits and quality of a digital workflow. It’s so much simpler and more flexible. We’re now considering many ways to expand our business. The sky really is the limit."

– Baret Lepejian, Co-Owner, Isgo Photo

**HP customer case study:**

**Industry:**
Photographic output

**Objective:**
Enable high-volume production of photographs, with an open and flexible workflow that doesn’t rely on highly skilled press operators.

**Approach:**
Isgo Photo/A&I Photographic and Digital Services purchased HP Indigo press 5000’s to facilitate consistent, high-quality printing for head shots and to pursue new markets, including short-run fine art book printing.

**Business benefits:**
• Scalability to accommodate future growth.
• Ability to offer several new formats in greeting cards, as well as traditional silver halide photographs.
• The flexibility of offset printing combined with quality that rivals traditional silver halide photographs.
• Ability to offer several new formats in greeting cards, as well as brand new products such as photo books, bookmarks, gift tags and more.
• Scalability to accommodate future growth.

When Baret and Vic Lepejian, co-owners of Isgo Photo in Los Angeles, visited a trade show to see the HP Indigo press 5000, Little did they know how dramatically it would transform their business.

“We found the HP booth and handed the salesman a disk containing sample photos. While we were standing around looking at the machine, he popped in the disk and within a minute handed my brother and me the prints. They just looked perfect!” recalls Vic. “He did another print, and then another. Each was as good as the one before. The consistency was fabulous. After we took a close look at the images it was pretty much a done deal. The HP Indigo press had exactly the kind of output quality we were looking for.”

**Technology transforms a business**

For nearly 40 years, Isgo has provided actors, studios and others in the entertainment industry with photographic services. The family-run business has become the premiere photo lab for actors in need of headshots.

**White House Custom Colour**

**HP Indigo presses power professional photo lab’s entry into new markets**

“We think HP Indigo presses provide a higher level of quality than the platforms used by many of our competitors, and give us an important competitive advantage.”

– Mike Hanline, Co-CEO and Co-Owner, White House Custom Colour

**HP customer case study:**

**Industry:**
Photo specialty

**Objective:**
Provide flexible, photo-quality printing for new specialty products including greeting cards, photo books and more.

**Approach:**
White House Custom Colour has chosen HP Indigo presses and a scalable RIP solution to produce new specialty products and accommodate rapid growth.

**IT improvements:**
HP Indigo Production Manager with eight RIPs drives work to all five HP Indigo Production Managers with eight RIPs drives work to all five HP Indigo presses.

**Business benefits:**
• The flexibility of offset printing combined with quality that rivals traditional silver halide photographs.
• Ability to offer several new formats in greeting cards, as well as brand new products such as photo books, bookmarks, gift tags and more.
• Scalability to accommodate future growth.

For nearly 30 years, White House Custom Colour has offered professional photographers custom lab services. Now the company has expanded its product line with greeting cards, photo books and other items produced on HP Indigo presses.

“The market for digitally printed photo products is growing very quickly. It’s an important growth opportunity for our customers,” notes Mike Hanline, co-CEO and co-owner of the lab. “We think HP Indigo presses provide a higher level of quality than the platforms used by many of our competitors, and give us an important competitive advantage.”

**New market requires new technology**

White House Custom Colour (WHCC) was founded in the late 1970s by Webb White, a photographer who wanted custom lab capabilities to support his photo studio in St. Paul, Minn. When Hanline bought into the business in the late ’90s, he began transforming the lab’s production to digital technology.

In 2005, WHCC committed to begin offering greeting cards, wedding announcements and similar products produced using the HP Indigo Digital Press. “The photo industry had been offering one-sided photographic greeting cards for years. But they were very limiting,” explains Hanline. Hanline and his son, Chris, evaluated the industry and chose the HP Indigo press 5000 to produce their cards. “We saw the Indigo press at the PMA show and thought, ‘There is a real opportunity here,’” recalls Chris, who is now the company’s Chief Technology Officer.

When Baret and Vic Lepejian, co-owners of Isgo Photo in Los Angeles, visited a trade show to see the HP Indigo press 5000, Little did they know how dramatically it would transform their business.

“We found the HP booth and handed the salesman a disk containing sample photos. While we were standing around looking at the machine, he popped in the disk and within a minute handed my brother and me the prints. They just looked perfect!” recalls Vic. “He did another print, and then another. Each was as good as the one before. The consistency was fabulous. After we took a close look at the images it was pretty much a done deal. The HP Indigo press had exactly the kind of output quality we were looking for.”

**Technology transforms a business**

For nearly 40 years, Isgo has provided actors, studios and others in the entertainment industry with photographic services. The family-run business has become the premiere photo lab for actors in need of headshots.
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commercial potential. Great Circle Books, by contrast, serves a different market: established and emerging photographers producing perhaps 200 to 300 books a year for specialty audiences. For this, the HP Indigo press 5000 is ideal.

Great Circle's print provider is A&I Photographic and Digital Services, a subsidiary of Isgo Photo. The A&I staff, Schoenfeld says, have such expert eyes he's never once sent a proof back for adjustment. What's more, A&I is located right in Great Circle's hometown of Los Angeles. That means photographers can review their proofs without the time and expense of overnight delivery or delivery from San Francisco.

"Offset was not viable for us either economically or operationally," Warner explains. "Discovering the HP Indigo press here in Los Angeles was nothing short of miraculous. The press allows us to print a single book of proof, have a look at the result, make corrections but also replace images if they wish, until every detail satisfies their requirements."

"Printing by offset is expensive, cumbersome and too often disappointing in quality. With the HP Indigo press 5000, I just set up what I want, which I can do on my own through a template, and it's there for me to look at that afternoon. What's more, the quality is amazing, particularly the way colors jump off the page."

– Wayne Schoenfeld, photographer and chairman, Great Circle Books, Los Angeles

A boon to photographers' career development

The single most important career-development milestone for a photographer, Schoenfeld says, is to publish a book. Before the HP Indigo press, that goal often was beyond reach. Now the HP Indigo makes high-quality short runs an economic and operational reality. The press also provides building-marketing material. Schoenfeld uses the HP Indigo press, for example, to create professional-quality leave-behind portfolios for individual agencies, as well as work samples on short notice, such as the workshops he's conducted across the U.S. that he's never once sent a proof back for adjustment.

"Now we're able to take employees who understand color, give them some minor HP training, and they can operate the HP Indigo press," says Vic. "Our best people can now multitask and cover each other—their colleagues' responsibilities—from the beginning of the process to the very end. With the HP Indigo press 5000 we have everything we need rolled up in one cost-effective package — it has excellent quality, speed, and ease-of-use."

Driving web-based business with electronic workflow

Today, the HP Indigo press has transformed the workflow for head shots at Isgo. On the company's website, customers access a "Head Shot Kiosk" to electronically deliver an image file and place an order. They have the option of specifying digital photographic printing, or offset printing on the HP Indigo press. About 70-80 percent of the incoming work from the web portal ends up being printed on the press.

"When people come in the lab, they say, 'Let me see photos and let me see offset,'" explains Baret. "Most will choose offset printing — what comes off our HP Indigo. Offset is cheaper, for the price of 100 digital photos, you get up to 2,000 prints on the HP Indigo. And personally, I think the HP Indigo prints look better, especially if the output is UV coated."

Unlike traditional offset printing that produces a dot pattern that's clearly recognizable to the naked eye, the HP Indigo press utilizes a stochastic print process with much finer data. The result is reproduction that rivals photographic printing.

To ensure customer satisfaction, Isgo counsels customers to start with a test print. The company produces a 12 x 18 sheet from the HP Indigo press with two images — one is direct output from the customer-submitted digital file, and the second, a file that has undergone minimal color correction in Adobe Photoshop software.

"The great thing is that with the HP Indigo press, people are getting a test print that will truly match the final results. In the past, they might see an inkjet print that would be kind of close to what would come off our previous press. But now we can print a single sheet on the HP Indigo, and tell customers, 'This is exactly what you'll get.'"

The press also facilitates consistency, one of the highest goals for any photo lab. "With a traditional press there are so many variables in the process," explains Vic. "With the HP Indigo press the variables are gone. It prints consistently from sheet one right through to the last. That's a massive benefit. And the same quality gets consistently reproduced on every run, be it the second, the third or even a run performed weeks later."

Vic says that ink plays a key role in determining the HP Indigo press' ability to create quality images. "The HP liquid ink is amazing. You can look at it from any angle and there's no toner-like build-up or any of the other issues that we typically see with digital press output from lesser equipment. The HP Indigo press lays down the ink in such a way that someone can hold the magnifying glass and barely see the dot pattern because it's so fine. It's fantastic!"

"The great thing is that with the HP Indigo press, people are getting a test print that will truly match the final results. In the past, they might see an inkjet print that would be kind of close to what would come off our previous press. But now we can print a single sheet on the HP Indigo, and tell customers, 'This is exactly what you'll get.'"

– Baret Lepejian, Co-Owner, Isgo Photo and A&I Photographic and Digital Services

Expansion into books, other photobooks

In 2004, Isgo acquired A&I Photographic and Digital Services, a high-end lab serving most of the top-tier photography book publishers. The HP Indigo press has enabled the company to expand into a brand new market — short-run, full-color photographic book printing.

A&I had long established itself as a premier lab serving some of the area's most influential photographers. But the company didn't have the necessary press or infrastructure to produce the high-quality books that its customers demanded. The HP Indigo press has changed all that. Makeready doesn't exist for a HP Indigo press. About 70-80 percent of the incoming work from the web portal ends up being printed on the press.

With the HP Indigo press 5000, customers can print a single sheet on the HP Indigo, and tell customers, 'This is exactly what you'll get.'"
Books that make things better

In his wide-ranging career, Schoenfeld has been a psychotherapist, a talk show host and president of an international airline. But his passion is humanitarian photography. Schoenfeld’s partnership with HP began with the book “Through This World But Once,” documenting a 2006 mission of 40 volunteer surgeons, nurses and civilian aids to Ethiopia through the non-profit organization Rotaplast International. His latest work published through HP sponsorship is “Icons/Iconoclasts,” Schoenfeld’s personal recreation of the North American circus of the 1930s.

Crossing the child,” says Rex Weiner, co-owner of the company. A&I recently had four Great Circle Book projects in process. Each was to have 1,000 copies printed. Great Circle also worked with A&I to coordinate an exhibit and reception showcasing each photographer’s work to promote the books, with proceeds from book sales that night going to a non-profit organization related to the book project.

The first book off the press, Spiritus Mundi by photographer Sacha Dean Byans, captures indigenous peoples living in endangered environments. “The “Spiritus Mundi” book that produced by the HP Indigo press was a smaller version of the hard cover book of the same name,” Byans explains. “Books of this type can be an asset to any photographer because each is a high quality portfolio, and it is much more cost effective to distribute these to potential clients than the actual hard cover books. These books can actually be distributed to a broader spectrum of clientele due to their compact size and light weight.”

He also expresses the importance of quality reproduction. “Printing in black and white is very subjective and I, particularly, am very picky about the way my images are presented,” he says. “I have a very specific ‘look’ that is my signature style so the fact that we were able to capture that accurately made me very happy. I was pleasantly surprised at the quality of the book, and it was a great experience working with everyone who was involved in producing it.” He adds, “Quality is paramount because after all, in the eyes of the client or an audience, you are only as good as what you present. Producing it.” He adds, “Quality is paramount because after all, in the eyes of the client or an audience, you are only as good as what you present. You cannot afford to make mistakes. The HP Indigo press makes Great Circle Books viable because our business plan is based on short-run printing of very high quality,” Editor-in-Chief Weiner says. “I would put our books up against any other publisher’s products and ask them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment.”

The first HP Indigo advantage is image quality. With its Adaptive Halftoning technology and unique liquid HP ElectroInk, the HP Indigo press results can be seen in “Through This World But Once”: physically restored children beaming with delight, entire villages chortling over Fiset’s sweet, goofy antics and preposterous red nose. “Doctors heal the body, clowns heal the soul,” Schoenfeld says. “You can just see the magical difference in people’s faces when they see a clown.”

Preparing for his Rotaplast trip to Ethiopia, Schoenfeld recalled the tension always present when frightened children meet scary foreign doctors. He had an idea: Why not bring a clown along to brighten the atmosphere? “Clowns always present when frightened children meet scary foreign doctors, especially children who had never seen a clown before. “For photographers, we fuss so much to get our colors right, to then see them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment,” he says. “From an artistic point of view, the HP Indigo has a broader range of colors and skin tones. Schoenfeld says the HP Indigo’s quality in his experience surpasses that of offset.


“HP’s support for telling these stories has been a significant factor in raising hundreds of thousands of dollars that go directly into helping people around the world,” Schoenfeld. “My appreciation for that is from the heart.”

HP graphic arts solutions contributed to the entire project. The promotional posters were printed in photographic quality with the HP DesignJet Z3100 Photo Printer. Invitations for the Gala Opening as well as the fine-art books themselves were printed on HP’s Indigo digital press and an outdoor building banner to promote the opening event were created using the HP Scitex XE1500 Printer wide-format digital printing system.

Enabling the short-run business model

Schoenfeld’s appreciation for HP also comes from his business revenue. He and Weiner say the very business model under which Great Circle Books operates would not be possible without the HP Indigo Press. “The HP Indigo makes Great Circle Books viable because our business plan is based on short-run printing of very high quality,” Editor-in-Chief Weiner says. “I would put our books up against any other publisher’s products and ask them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment.”

Another great advantage of the HP Indigo digital press is its ability to produce short runs cost-effectively. Many fine-art books, Editor-in-Chief Weiner explains, are produced by offset press in China, Italy or Germany. “With offset economies requiring print runs of at least 10,000, most publishing houses won’t even touch a book that lacks substantial revenue,” he says. “For photographers, we fuss so much to get our colors right, to then see them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment,” he says. “From an artistic point of view, the HP Indigo has a broader range of colors and skin tones. Schoenfeld says the HP Indigo’s quality in his experience surpasses that of offset.


“HP’s support for telling these stories has been a significant factor in raising hundreds of thousands of dollars that go directly into helping people around the world,” Schoenfeld. “My appreciation for that is from the heart.”

HP graphic arts solutions contributed to the entire project. The promotional posters were printed in photographic quality with the HP DesignJet Z3100 Photo Printer. Invitations for the Gala Opening as well as the fine-art books themselves were printed on HP’s Indigo digital press and an outdoor building banner to promote the opening event were created using the HP Scitex XE1500 Printer wide-format digital printing system.
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Schoenfeld’s appreciation for HP also comes from his business revenue. He and Weiner say the very business model under which Great Circle Books operates would not be possible without the HP Indigo Press. “The HP Indigo makes Great Circle Books viable because our business plan is based on short-run printing of very high quality,” Editor-in-Chief Weiner says. “I would put our books up against any other publisher’s products and ask them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment.”

Another great advantage of the HP Indigo digital press is its ability to produce short runs cost-effectively. Many fine-art books, Editor-in-Chief Weiner explains, are produced by offset press in China, Italy or Germany. “With offset economies requiring print runs of at least 10,000, most publishing houses won’t even touch a book that lacks substantial revenue,” he says. “For photographers, we fuss so much to get our colors right, to then see them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment,” he says. “From an artistic point of view, the HP Indigo has a broader range of colors from which to draw. It makes our job of recreating the work in our minds much easier.”
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Another great advantage of the HP Indigo digital press is its ability to produce short runs cost-effectively. Many fine-art books, Editor-in-Chief Weiner explains, are produced by offset press in China, Italy or Germany. “With offset economies requiring print runs of at least 10,000, most publishing houses won’t even touch a book that lacks substantial revenue,” he says. “For photographers, we fuss so much to get our colors right, to then see them not quite perfect, as often happens with offset, is really a disappointment,” he says. “From an artistic point of view, the HP Indigo has a broader range of colors from which to draw. It makes our job of recreating the work in our minds much easier.”
HP customer case study:
Photographer Wayne Schoenfeld of Great Circle Books relies on the HP Indigo press 5000 for economically viable production of short-run, high quality fine-art books for humanitarian causes

Wayne Schoenfeld is a photographer with an eye for human emotion and a passion to make a difference. Look at two Schoenfeld photos side by side: One shows an Ethiopian child, eyes wide with fear, deformed teeth poking through the skin of a cleft lip. The other shows the same child’s beauty shining after a volunteer surgeon has repaired the damaged flesh and restored the child back into the arms of community. See, his camera seems to say over and over—see what people can do when they care.

Today thanks to a partnership with HP, Schoenfeld’s award-winning photographs are shared with the world through superbly printed books produced on the HP Indigo press 5000.

“The HP Indigo is amazing, particularly the way colors jump off the page,” Schoenfeld says. “For example, I do a lot of photography of people, and it’s always been difficult to get skin tones right with offset. The Indigo technology seems to do it magically.”

Wayne Schoenfeld is a photographer with an eye for human emotion and a passion to make a difference. Look at two Schoenfeld photos side by side: One shows an Ethiopian child, eyes wide with fear, deformed teeth poking through the skin of a cleft lip. The other shows the same child’s beauty shining after a volunteer surgeon has repaired the damaged flesh and restored the child back into the arms of community. See, his camera seems to say over and over—see what people can do when they care.

Today thanks to a partnership with HP, Schoenfeld’s award-winning photographs are shared with the world through superbly printed books produced on the HP Indigo press 5000.

“African Footprint musical documents rise to worldwide triumph in vibrant souvenir book printed on HP Indigo press


New Year’s Eve with Nelson Mandela

The longest-running musical in the history of South Africa, African Footprint is the brainchild of the South African theater star and producer Richard Loring. Inspired by the work of gang-leader-turned-poet Don Matera, Loring opened a performing-arts school to give young South Africans from the townships an alternative to lives of violence and poverty. After a year of intensive vocal classes and dance instruction, Loring’s students were invited to perform on December 31, 1999 before top South African leaders including former President Nelson Mandela. An historic event, the performance was held in Block B of Robben Island—the very place Mandela had been imprisoned for some 18 years. Not only was this a milestone of empowerment for South Africa, but also CNN, reporting how countries around the globe were celebrating the millennial New Year’s Eve, broadcast the performance to more than 250 million viewers worldwide.
copy, African Footprint can produce as many books as needed at a time—and even update content as the world tour progresses.

African Footprint is working with Great Circle Books, which publishes fine-art photography books with a humanitarian theme. Great Circle’s print provider is A&I Photographic and Digital Services, a subsidiary of Great Circle Photo. The A&I staff is expert in digital production using the HP Indigo press 5000, says Rex Weiner, Great Circle Books Editor-in-Chief. A&I and Great Circle Photo both located in Los Angeles.

“The HP Indigo press not only produces the vibrant colors and quality to bring the show to life, it also gives us flexibility to incorporate on an ongoing basis new images of how African Footprint impacts audiences as it tours around the world.”

– Corey Ross of Starvox Entertainment Inc., tour promoter for African Footprint

“The quality of the images is key—the vibrancy of the colors, costumes and scenes that bring South Africa to life. To be able to reproduce that with HP Indigo print quality is critical,” Ross says. “The other key factor is the Indigo's total flexibility. We're going to be able to keep building this book as we tour around the world, continuing to incorporate scenes of where we've been, what we've done, and the show's impact on the communities it visits.”

That impact is not just a stunning entertainment experience; African Footprint also serves as a global ambassador of empowerment. In New Orleans, for example, the troupe conducted a high school workshop in gumbo dancing—a type of stomp/tap dance that emerged from the mines of South Africa, using their bare feet rather than shoes. The high school workshops are planned to train young people in African dance and to connect African-American youth with pride in their African heritage.

“The is a bridging the gaps between Africa and America,” says John Ritenour of Starvox Entertainment. “In New Orleans, for example, the troupe conducted a high school workshop in gumbo dancing—a type of stomp/tap dance that emerged from the mines of South Africa, using their bare feet rather than shoes. The high school workshops are planned to train young people in African dance and to connect African-American youth with pride in their African heritage.

“We're brainstorming through our marketing department. Our pressroom manager is testing its new capabilities. We're surveying clients and consumers to find out what they really want,” Key says. “Our goal is to develop new product lines that will get us into markets we haven't been in before.”

The ideas already are popping. R and R could brand photo prints with the photographer's name and marketing messages on the back, driving more business to their photographer clients. They could support school fundraising efforts with customized photo books parents could order online. Scrapbooking, personalized kids' books, Little League event albums—the possibilities are endless.

On the corporate side, R and R can optimize use of customer data in personalized marketing campaigns enabled by the variable print capabilities of the HP Indigo fleet.

“Over the next two years, you'll see us transform more and more into a marketing company,” Key says. “We'll help people with their strategies, so we can drive more revenue to the presses without having to bid on work.”

Customer solution at a glance

Primary application

1-10 meeting solutions, customer fulfillment

Primary systems

• HP Indigo press 5500
• HP Indigo press 5000
• HP Indigo press 3500
• HP Indigo 4000 Series Printers
• HP Designjet 10000 Series Printers
• HP Designjet 2310 Photo Printer

Primary software

• HP Indigo Production Manager
• HP Indigo Care with remote access

Ease of use: The HP Indigo press 5500's simple user interface and automated self-diagnostics will enable R and R to hire and quickly and easily train workers to handle the new volume as business grows.

Fulfilling the strategic vision

All of this adds up to critical enabling technology for R and R's future.

“We're brainstorming through our marketing department. Our pressroom is testing its new capabilities. We're surveying clients and consumers to find out what they really want,” Key says. “Our goal is to develop new product lines that will get us into markets we haven't been in before.”

The ideas already are popping. R and R could brand photo prints with the photographer’s name and marketing messages on the back, driving more business to their photographer clients. They could support school fundraising efforts with customized photo books parents could order online. Scrapbooking, personalized kids’ books, Little League event albums—the possibilities are endless.

On the corporate side, R and R can optimize use of customer data in personalized marketing campaigns enabled by the variable print capabilities of the HP Indigo fleet.

“Over the next two years, you’ll see us transform more and more into a marketing company,” Key says. “We’ll help people with their strategies, so we can drive more revenue to the presses without having to bid on work.”
“With the automation features of HP Indigo Production Manager, we can take a job, put it on the right press, print it on the correct paper and manage the whole process internally throughout the whole building. That is a critical ingredient with the new HP Indigo press 5500.”

– Rod Key, president, R and R Images

One-of-a-kind Couture photo books

COUTURE BOOK, which prints its creations at R and R using the HP Indigo press 5500, combines fine quality photographic digital printing with handmade bindings. They are the fulfillment of photographer Phyllis Lane’s vision for photo books.

“Couture books are exactly what I wanted to be able to show as a portfolio when I began shooting weddings several years ago,” says Lane. So she and husband/partner Rodrigo Coelho launched COUTURE BOOK to fill that niche. “This product is beyond comparison,” claims Coelho. “COUTURE is truly the photo book for people who want the very best.”

Lane and Coelho chose R and R in part because Key is himself a professional photographer with exacting standards. And, of course, they had decided early on they wanted to work with a printer using HP Indigo press technology.

“We evaluated two other leading digital presses, but we didn’t like them. We realized we had decided early on they wanted to work with a printer using HP Indigo press technology.”

“The HP Indigo helps us pull more ROI out of a piece of the client by using technology as a real solution.”

– Rod Key, president, R and R Images

The Sixth Man: selling season tickets

Another win in personalized marketing came from a completely different angle: basketball.

A professional basketball team wanted to thank their season-ticket holders for renewing their seats for the coming year. Not only did they want to thank them, it was important to establish a rapport that would help emphasize the value of their relationship with the organization and the team. R and R had a photograph taken in the team’s locker room, showing the name imprinted sports jerseys of the five starting lineups. They printed this photo on the front of a direct-mail postcard. On the back of the postcard, they printed another locker room jersey photo—only this time the name imprinted on the jersey was the customer’s. Utilizing their eMotions software with variable content, R and R Images created a more emotional and dynamic thank-you.

“It was a great campaign—amazingly simple, but it was hitting the right people at the right time with the right message. It really enabled the organization the ability to communicate on a more emotional level at the importance of the season ticket holder to their success.”

– Rod Key, president, R and R Images

“The HP staff is extremely professional. When they said something would happen on a certain date, they were prepared to make it happen. They’ve also been very respectful of the work’s artistic and social integrity.”

– John Rittenour of Starvox Entertainment Inc., business manager for African Footprint

COUTURE | BOOK

African Footprint hopes to raise some $250,000 through book sales. The proceeds will go to helping keep the tour operating with costumes mended, bills paid and performers on payroll. With almost 40 percent unemployment in South Africa, it is extremely significant that African Footprint has employed up to 300 artists since its inception.

“South Africa has nearly 40 percent unemployment,” Rittenour says. “The dancers of African Footprint in some cases represent the financial income not only of their families but of their entire villages.”

In addition to backing the book, HP also is sponsoring creation of African Footprint promotional building wraps, posters and a traveling photo exhibit. These feature the total HP Graphic Arts solution. Colorful, photographic quality posters for the 20-city tour were created on the HP Designjet Z3100 Photo Printer and outdoor building signage for 20 theatres was made using an HP Scitex XL 1500 Printer.

Working with HP, Rittenour says, has been extraordinarily satisfying. “When HP made a commitment to do this, it was very professional; when they said something would happen on a certain date, they made it happen. That’s very unusual, especially in the world of sponsors.”

Looking forward to sharing the magic of African Footprint for the first time with U.S. audiences, Rittenour adds: “We’re grateful that a company as large as Hewlett-Packard has stepped up to the plate to help promote this important piece of history and the modern interpretation of a culture that has not adequately been shared with the world.”

– John Rittenour of Starvox Entertainment Inc., business manager for African Footprint

Primary applications

Souvenir book and other promotional materials for African Footprint U.S./world tour

Primary hardware

• HP Indigo press 5000
• HP Designjet Z3100 Photo Printer
• HP Scitex XL 1500 Printer
• HP Services
• HP sponsorship
COUTURE BOOK
Printing on HP Indigo presses and traditional hand binding combine to produce one-of-a-kind photo books

“We feel that of the digital printing technologies available today, HP is head and shoulders above the rest.”
– Phyllis lane, professional photographer and owner, COUTURE BOOK

HP customer case study: COUTURE BOOK, the ultimate photo books, are printed on HP Indigo presses

Industry: Photo books

Objective: Produce one-of-a-kind, high-end photo books that will command the respect of even the best coffee-table volumes.

Approach: COUTURE BOOK is offering custom production of photo books printed on HP Indigo press 5500’s with custom, hand-made bindings.

The promise:
• Photo-realistic printing, thanks to six-color printing on the HP Indigo press 5500.
• Custom bindings that reflect geographic themes, or user-defined features.
• One-of-a-kind photo books available nowhere else.

COUTURE BOOK, which combines fine quality photographic digital printing with handmade bindings, is the fulfillment of professional photographer Phyllis Lane’s vision for high-end photo books.

“This is exactly what I wanted to be able to show as a portfolio when I began shooting weddings several years ago,” says Lane. “But I couldn’t find anyone to produce such a book. So today, she and husband/partner Rodrigo Coelho have launched COUTURE BOOK to fill that niche. The books are printed using a six-color HP Indigo press 5500, and hand-bound using time-honored techniques.

“...This product is beyond comparison,” claims Coelho. “A COUTURE BOOK is truly the photo book for people who want the very best. Now we can cater to every person’s needs, from brides, to fashion designers, to corporate marketers.”

Evolving to new heights
Coelho and Lane are no strangers to the photo book industry. When they began shooting weddings several years ago, says Lane. “But I couldn’t find anyone to produce such a book. So today, she and husband/partner Rodrigo Coelho have launched COUTURE BOOK to fill that niche. The books are printed using a six-color HP Indigo press 5500, and hand-bound using time-honored techniques.

“This product is beyond comparison,” claims Coelho. “A COUTURE BOOK is truly the photo book for people who want the very best. Now we can cater to every person’s needs, from brides, to fashion designers, to corporate marketers.”

R and R Images forges future in strategic marketing

HP Indigo press 5500 powers expansion of 1-to-1 marketing campaigns, custom-order fulfillment

“With the advancements of the Indigo 5500—the bigger sheet size, the six color photo process—we can improve overall quality and even develop product lines that have never been seen before.”
– Rod Key, president, R and R Images

HP customer case study: HP Indigo 5500 paves way for commercial printer’s strategic transformation

Industry: Commercial printing and photography/1:1 marketing solutions

Objective: Transform R and R Images from print-services company to strategic marketing solutions provider.

Approach: Leverage high-end capabilities of HP graphic arts portfolio to provide customized marketing products and solutions.

IT improvements:
• Digital workflows optimize efficiencies.
• Color processes rival traditional photo-print quality.
• Ease of use eases operator learning curve.
• Resource optimization cuts costs.

Business benefits:
• Expand into new markets.
• Innovate profitable new offerings.
• Transform into strategic solutions provider.
• Build customer loyalty.

President Rod Key of R and R Images well understands that in the commercial printing business, to stand still is to fall backwards. That is why his company wasted no time to become one of the very first users of the new HP Indigo press 5500. R and R Images is an Arizona-based marketing solutions company that specializes in personalized 1-to-1 marketing, commercial photography, large-format output, design, production, scanning, bindery, fulfillment and mailing. Launched in 1986, the company has seen the commercial printing business revolutionized— and challenged—by digital technologies.

“If we’re just a print-services provider, we’re holding on for dear life; we’re going to see prices come down and our margins come down with them,” Key says. “But if we take a more proactive stance, we’ll be offering solutions that maximize ROI for our clients and build customer loyalty for us.”

The HP Indigo press 5500 is a cornerstone of this strategy.

HP presses form dynamic portfolio

R and R runs two main lines of business. The 1-to-1 marketing side conducts direct-mail campaigns for organizations ranging from manufacturing firms to sports franchises. The custom-orders side creates short-run books, greeting cards and wedding albums for photographers and online retailers.

The 60-employee firm relies heavily on HP products. In addition to the new HP Indigo press 5500, it runs on HP Indigo press 5000, an HP Indigo press 3050, two Designjet 5500 Printers, one HP Designjet 10000s Printer and an HP Designjet Z3100 Photo Printer. Further, it recently purchased 4-RIP HP Indigo Production Manager for  enhanced workflow management.

The 60-employee firm relies heavily on HP products. In addition to the new HP Indigo press 5500, it runs on HP Indigo press 5000, an HP Indigo press 3050, two Designjet 5500 Printers, one HP Designjet 10000s Printer and an HP Designjet Z3100 Photo Printer. Further, it recently purchased 4-RIP HP Indigo Production Manager for  enhanced workflow management and high-performance processing.

All this printing power adds up to dynamic end-to-end solutions for R and R clients.
Versatility makes a difference

"HP Indigo presses not only offer superb color reproduction, but also the ability to print on a variety of substrates," Limbach says. "That allows Proven Direct to offer hand and soft cover books with a variety of textured, smooth and fine-art finishes; greeting cards on everything from matte coated paper to UV coated glossy and watercolor papers, and high calibers backgrounds that could easily come from your local bookstore.

In addition to the company’s original HP Indigo press 3000, Limbach’s companies also now boast an HP Indigo press 3050 and three HP Indigo press 5000’s. "Every generation is an improvement over what came before," he says. "The 5000 handles all the different substrates well, and different sizes of material."

When the presses are used for the direct marketing side of the business, designers like the HP Indigo’s liquid inks and the ability to use Pantone (PMS) colors, allowing it to effectively mimic traditional lithography.

The photo market, on the other hand, demands more exacting color reproduction, especially in serving professionals. The HP Indigo press seven-ink system means it can reproduce a wide color gamut rivaling traditional photo-sensitive materials.

Rapid growth ahead

Looking ahead, Limbach is planning for rapid growth on both sides of his business. The direct mail side — particularly the web-to-print dimension — should continue to grow at a healthy 30 to 35 percent annually. On the photo side, Limbach is negotiating to broaden the number of business partners for whom Proven Direct will offer fulfillment, including expansion into the professional market. After signing up new partners, he’ll project volume for the holiday season and determine whether the company needs to invest in additional RIP capability, HP Indigo presses, or finishing capabilities. He expects the photo specialty business to account for half the company’s revenue by 2009.

He also expects that side of the business to continue being heavily weighted toward the holiday season — accounting for up to 70 percent of its annual sales. "The seasonality of this business is a real test," he says. Last December, when the holiday rush stressed the presses, he called on HP service to keep them running. "They were great — always here within four hours. You can’t keep a press from being down sooner or later, but fast, reliable service is the difference between making a deadline and missing it. With HP’s help, we delivered on time."

Customer solution at a glance

Primary application
• Photo specialty items

Primary hardware
• HP Indigo press 3000
• HP Indigo press 3050
• HP Indigo press 5000

HP services
• SRS simplified RIP system

Lane’s vision for COUTURE BOOK was to produce truly one-of-a-kind masterpieces. "In the fashion industry, the word couture means one-of-a-kind, hand-sewn garments," she notes. "Our books will carry the ‘couture’ message, that is: one-of-a-kind, hand-sewn, custom books."

At the company’s website, www.couturebook.com, users will be able to upload photos for a book, then either utilize an online design engine to lay out pages, or arrange to work with a Couture Concierge to enlist a professional designer. The online design engine offers a number of simple, customizable designs with fine-art borders. "The page designs are intended to be mass market, but also elegant," notes Coelho.

The company will use HP servers and storage to power the COUTURE BOOK website and process hundreds of gigabytes of data prior to printing.

"We evaluated two other leading digital presses, but we didn’t like them because of the shine you get in photos with heavy toner coverage. A lot of our photos have heavy black coverage, which produces shininess that distract from the overall impact. Our vision was to match offset print quality in order to produce a book that would emulate a coffee-table book with the photos of Annie Leibovitz, Steve McCurry, or Henri Cartier-Bresson."

— Rodrigo Coelho, owner, COUTURE BOOK

Printing on HP Indigo presses

COUTURE BOOK will print at R and R Images in Phoenix, the same digital printing company that has produced CMYK Books. Lane and Coelho chose R and R in part because its owner, Rod Key, is himself a professional photographer with exacting standards. And, of course, they had decided early on that they wanted to work with a printer using HP Indigo technology.

"We evaluated two other leading digital presses, but we didn’t like them because of the shine you get in photos with heavy toner coverage," notes Coelho. "A lot of our photos have heavy black coverage, which produces shininess that distracts from the overall impact. Our vision was to match offset print quality in order to produce a book that would emulate a coffee-table book with the photos of Annie Leibovitz, Steve McCurry, or Henri Cartier-Bresson."

HP Indigo presses employ liquid ink rather than toner. And the HP Indigo press 5500 prints with a six-ink system — adding light magenta and light cyan to the standard CMYK color palette — to produce photo-realistic colors and tonality. For oversize wedding albums, the company uses HP Designjet printers and HP Vivera inks.

"We feel that of the digital printing technologies available today, HP is head and shoulders above the rest," says Lane. "With the new six-color printing and smaller dot size, you get a more continuous tone look with smoother skin tones and richer colors." Lane notes that COUTURE BOOK will cater to some of the most demanding printing customers on earth — including leading photographers and graphic designers — who want their images presented in the most pristine form possible.

Adda Coelho: "We set out to find printing that emulates high-quality offset printing, but in some ways, HP Indigo presses exceed the quality of offset. If you look closely at offset printing, you can distinguish the dot patterns. But the dots are all but invisible in images printed on the new HP Indigo press 5500."

"We set out to find printing that emulates high-quality offset printing, but in some ways, HP Indigo presses exceed the quality of offset. If you look closely at offset printing, you can distinguish the dot patterns. But the dots are all but invisible in images printed on the new HP Indigo press 5500’s."

— Rodrigo Coelho, owner, COUTURE BOOK

HP Designjet printers and HP Vivera inks.
Custom bindery

It may be the traditional, hand-made bindings that distinguish COUTURE BOOK above the rest. They recall a bygone era in which bookbinding was a true art. Books with richly embossed, or sometimes hand-engraved, leather covers; along with hand-made papers with decorative edges, hand-antiquing and hand-drawn bindings. COUTURE BOOK will offer customers several different “lines.” Among them the Italian line, with 100 pound cream-felt pages and hand-torn edges (like a deckleedge); the Himalayan line, with hand-made Nepalese paper, or the French line, with a velvet cover. Pages will be hand-sewn and gathered for the binding, using a technique that allows the page to lay flat when the book is opened. Books can be up to 300 pages.

“We offer a wide, wide variety of choices in these standards. But from the design to the binding, customers can also create something that’s nonstandard. So it’s truly a one-of-a-kind, hand process,” says Lane.

The bindery that Lane and Coelho have selected to produce COUTURE BOOK products is a 40-year-old, family-owned business that’s known as one of the few binderies in the country with traditional artisans that devote itself to producing one-off books. The company has dedicated a part of its facility to meeting the needs of Lane and Coelho’s photo books.

“We offer a wide, wide variety of choices in these standards. But from the design to the binding, customers can also create something that’s nonstandard. So it’s truly a one-of-a-kind, hand process.”

— Phyllis Lane, professional photographer and owner, COUTURE BOOK

Evolving to serve new markets

In 2003, Limbach took the existing mail house business Postal Solutions, added new capabilities like graphic design and creative services, as well as additional equipment including their first HP Indigo press 3000, and transformed it into Proven Direct, a direct mail marketing service provider featuring database-driven, creative services, graphic design, output and mailing capabilities. Today the company can handle an entire direct marketing campaign, from planning to response tracking.

Proven Direct utilizes five HP Indigo presses to produce direct mail campaigns for producing and finishing capabilities to produce a dozen different sizes of books, plus cards and calendars. “We had heard about organizations that had taken on large partners in the past and failed because they didn’t have the infrastructure right. We worked with HP to set up our infrastructure to be bulletproof. They had the experience and knew what to do and what not to.”

— Mike Limbach, owner, Proven Direct

Building a bulletproof infrastructure

But before the 2006 holiday season, Limbach’s technology team worked tirelessly to prepare for the onslaught of holiday gift orders. To ensure he had adequate production capability, Limbach added three more HP Indigo presses and worked with HP to implement the SRS simplified RIP system, designed to support high-volume photo printing.

“We had heard about organizations that had taken on large partners in the past and failed because they didn’t have the infrastructure right. We worked with HP to set up our infrastructure to be bulletproof. They had the experience and knew what to do and what not to.”

— Mike Limbach, owner, Proven Direct
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But before the 2006 holiday season, Limbach’s technology team worked tirelessly to prepare for the onslaught of holiday gift orders. To ensure he had adequate production capability, Limbach added three more HP Indigo presses and worked with HP to implement the SRS simplified RIP system, designed to support high-volume photo printing.

“We had heard about organizations that had taken on large partners in the past and failed because they didn’t have the infrastructure right. We worked with HP to set up our infrastructure to be bulletproof. They had the experience and knew what to do and what not to.”

— Mike Limbach, owner, Proven Direct
Proven Direct

HP Indigo presses combine superb photo quality with versatility to launch new photo specialty business

“HP Indigo presses not only offer superb color reproduction, but also the ability to print on a variety of substrates. With HP Indigo presses and our custom workflow, we know we can deliver.”
– Mike Limbach, owner, Proven Direct

HP customer case study:
A direct marketing company leverages its investment in HP Indigo press technology to create an entirely new photo specialty business

Industry:
Photo specialty

Objective:
Launch new photo specialty business supplying customized photo books, calendars and greeting cards to serve photo retailers nationwide.

Approach:
Direct marketing company Proven Direct used its existing HP Indigo press 3050’s – and added three more HP Indigo presses – to launch a new photo products business, and prepare for a seasonal business that produced over 200,000 books, calendars and greeting cards in just 40 days.

IT improvements:
HP integrated a high volume SRS simplified RIP system designed specifically for high-volume photo work.

Business benefits:
• Superb photo quality in a high-volume printer.
• Flexibility to print on a variety of substrates.
• Printing that’s suitable for both direct mail and photo specialty businesses.

District Photo

Photofinishing powerhouse adds HP Indigo presses to its arsenal

“The HP Indigo press is a brand that everybody knows, both in terms of its quality and its reliability, which is essential when you have short deadlines.”
– Bob Friend, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, District Photo

HP customer case study:
When District Photo decided to produce photo books, calendars and cards in-house, it chose HP Indigo presses

Industry:
Photo retailing

Objective:
Extend the “season” for photo specialty item gifts, so that orders can be accepted much closer to Christmas.

Approach:
District Photo elected to begin producing photo specialty items such as photo books, calendars and cards in-house using multiple HP Indigo presses.

IT improvements:
Scalable RIP Solution gives District Photo total control and flexibility to distribute work efficiently across all its HP Indigo presses.

Business benefits:
• High-quality, lifelike color printing that meets or exceeds consumer expectations.
• Complete solution from HP (RIP solution, Indigo presses and storage area network) helps to ensure steady throughput without bottlenecks.
• Continuing design improvements to Indigo presses promise improved print quality, production efficiency.

District Photo was founded in 1949 as a small lab developing black-and-white photos for customers in the Washington, D.C. area. More than a half century later, the company has become one of the largest photofinishers in the world, serving wholesalers as well as direct-to-consumer, using its expertise and market position to carve out a large piece of the digital photofinishing business.

That business expanded into the photo specialty market in 2006, as District Photo began delivering custom photo books, calendars and Christmas cards – both directly to consumers and as a wholesaler to major eBusinesses across the nation — using HP Indigo presses.

“When we decided to get into the business, our first call was to HP about the Indigo presses,” recalls Bob Friend, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of District Photo. “We spent three days with the HP team at their U.S. demo center. We reviewed the Indigo products, the equipment, the proposed RIP solution, and the return-on-investment we could expect. We went with HP Indigo presses, and it was the right decision for us.”
Another essential ingredient to success is one’s distribution system. Without ensuring that you can deliver the product by the date you promise it, you can nullify all the good things you have achieved.

“Another welcome change. Friend acknowledges he hadn’t figured the cost of oil disposal into his original return-on-investment calculations. Another critical component of that workflow is the HP Scalable RIP Solution (SRS), which District tested extensively. “You’re only as fast as the slowest point in your workflow,” Friend says. “If it’s bandwidth for receiving jobs, your middleware, your RIP, the presses themselves, your finishing area or distribution — the bottlenecks will define your success,” Friend says. “No matter how good your production tools and systems are, there will always be some waste that comes off the press. If it’s necessary, we want to be able to go back and pull the job out of storage to reprocess it without having to go back to the customer or our marketing partner.”

Looking ahead, Friend says District Photo’s performance in its first holiday season gets “two thumbs up.” Now he’s planning for the second season. “I see the market continuing to grow as the end consumer understands more and more about digital, and what it can do. Our job is to be ready to deliver whatever that consumer wants, and HP Indigo presses are now that will always be a game changer,” Friend says. “In this case, the HP Indigo press allows us to do exactly that.”